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In 2008, I initiated the NetWorks project with Umberto Crenca 

of the Providence arts space AS220 to document and feature  

accomplished visual artists working in Rhode Island. Since then, 

64 artists have been the subjects of photographic portraits and 

videos through annual editions of the NetWorks project. The artists 

documented in 2011 and 2012 and presented here comprise the 

latest group.

Portraits by Scott Lapham capture the essence of the artists, and 

videos by Richard Goulis demonstrate depth and insight into the 

lives and work of these individuals. This catalogue, by Malcolm 

Grear Designers, expertly and elegantly forms a permanent record 

for this edition of the project. Finally, the Newport Art Museum’s 

summer 2013 exhibit, curated by Nancy Whipple Grinnell, pro-

fessionally displays examples of these artists’ work.

For me, the NetWorks project further validates for Rhode Island 

artists the significance of what they do as they toil daily, usually 

in a solitary way, seeking excellence and striving to overcome the 

vicissitudes and doubts that often accompany pursuing a career 

as an artist. It is with the utmost respect and admiration that I 

enthusiastically present NetWorks 2011 and 2012.

Joseph A. Chazan, M.D.

The Newport Art Museum is pleased to host NetWorks 2011–

2012, with its outstanding roster of diverse and accomplished 

Rhode Island artists. This marks the third NetWorks exhibition at 

the Museum, and it is particularly noteworthy that in 2013, as 

we observe the 100th anniversary of our school, the NetWorks 

group includes an inordinate number of art educators. They  

include longtime Brown University professors Richard Fishman 

and Wendy Edwards; Rhode Island School of Design Professor 

Emeritus John Udvardy and current faculty Nancy Friese,  

Andrew Raftery, and Duane Slick; and Bunny Harvey, who has 

been teaching at Wellesley College since the 1970s. Others are 

adjunct or part-time faculty, such as Kate Blacklock at RISD, Tayo 

Heuser at Roger Williams University, Jane Masters at Connecticut 

College, and Lucas Foglia, visiting faculty at the San Francisco  

Art Institute. No less important are those who teach or mentor 

at the secondary level, such as award-winning art educator Laura 

Travis at Hope High School; Nilton Cardenas, an educator in the 

Providence public schools; Scott Lapham, co-founder of the 

AS220 Darkroom; and Andrew Moon Bain, co-founder of Urban 

Social Empowerment.

Another hallmark of the NetWorks project has been Joe Chazan’s 

concerted effort to represent the diversity of the Rhode Island 

arts community, and NetWorks 2011–2012 continues in this 

direction. In their videos, the artists talk about their roots. Several 

are “first generation”: Duane Slick identifies as a first generation 

“urban Indian”; Philip Jameson is a first generation Greek-American; 

Nilton Cardenas emigrated from Peru; Jane Masters, born in London, 

NetWorks: Art, Education, Community

grew up in Europe and Barbados; Janet Prip is a fifth generation 

Danish metalsmith. The work represented in the Newport exhi-

bition spans the spectrum of the region’s art, from the “outsider” 

genre of Mark Taber’s assemblages to the formalism of Tayo 

Heuser’s drawing; Wendy Edwards’ and Duane Slick’s painting 

to the exquisite craftsmanship of Philip Jameson’s photography 

and Andrew Raftery’s engravings.

As diverse as they are, the NetWorks 2011–2012 artists have 

many commonalities, particularly in their approach to art making. 

Several did not set their career courses in the arts, but rather had 

degrees in other fields. Nancy Friese studied nursing, Philip 

Jameson was and is a radiologist, Nilton Cardenas studied jour-

nalism, Barnaby Evans received his BS in biology and environ-

mental sciences. Others, from the beginning, have combined their 

love of music and art. Andrew Moon Bain composes, produces 

and performs music and creates vivid paintings, prints and instal-

lations. Brian Chippendale brings his dual passions to comic 

book and poster art, as well as to rock music—he is drummer 

and vocalist for Lightning Bolt. In Mark Tabor’s found object 

assemblages one will often find parts of old keyboards, perhaps 

symbolizing a connection to his career playing the piano. The Irish 

set dance and other traditions of Celtic culture co-exist alongside 

Laura Travis’s practice of the ancient art of stone carving.

The studio represents a comfort zone for many NetWorks artists. 

Tayo Heuser is happiest when moving her ink-laden pen oh-so-

slowly in a fine line on her paper. This meditative experience is 

NetWorks 2008 Artists
Howard Ben Tré

Jonathan Bonner

Bert Crenca

Ruth Dealy

Walter Feldman

Mark Freedman

Richard Goulis

Salvatore Mancini

Xander Marro

Denny Moers

Jacqueline Ott

Elizabeth Pannell

Timothy Philbrick

Angel Quinonez

CW Roelle

James Watkins

Toots Zynsky

NetWorks 2009 Artists
Astrid

Stephen Brownell

Nicole Chesney

Bob Dilworth

Steven Easton

Annu Palakunnathu Matthew

Tony Ramos

James Reynolds

William Schaff

Thomas Sgouros

Neal Walsh

NetWorks 2010 Artists
Ben Anderson

Leslie Bostrom

Coral Bourgeois

Donna Bruton

Daniel Clayman

Yizhak Elyashiv 

Malcolm Grear

Agustín Patiño

Erminio Pinque

Kenn Speiser

Wendy Wahl

McDonald Wright

NetWorks 2011 Artists
Nilton Cardenas

Barnaby Evans

Nancy Friese

Philip J. Jameson

Shawn Kenney

Scott Lapham

Andrew Moon Bain

Janet Prip

Andrew Raftery

Duane Slick

Esther Solondz

Mark Taber

Laura Travis 

NetWorks 2012 Artists
Kate Blacklock

Brian Chippendale

Wendy Edwards

Richard Fishman

Lucas Foglia

Corey Grayhorse

Bunny Harvey

Tayo Heuser

Eugene Lee

Meg Little

Jane Masters

John Udvardy
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also inherent in the work of Jane Masters, who pokes hot steel 

methodically into Arches paper to create abstract patterns. With 

great practice, Wendy Edwards extrudes oil paint in net-like  

configurations over her canvases. To create the abstract designs in 

her rugs, Meg Little systematically ascends steps to punch tufts 

of wool into a large matrix. Esther Solondz finds that her solitary 

experience in the studio has led to a thoughtful exploration of 

the transformative nature of materials.

Other artists are more extroverted in creating their work. Corey 

Grayhorse works with a cast of characters in her photographs of 

cartoon-like scenarios. Scott Lapham interacts with people from 

all walks of life in his photographs of neighborhoods. Lucas 

Foglia also is invested in the people that he photographs, be 

they Rhode Island community gardeners or those living “off the 

grid.” Shawn Kenney paints food and the farm, bringing him into 

frequent contact with the culinary community. Perhaps those 

who engage with the largest numbers of people are Eugene Lee, 

Tony Award-winning set designer for numerous theatrical pro-

ductions, and Barnaby Evans, creator of WaterFire. Lee and Evans 

both offer the ultimate experience in public art. 

Once again, the Newport Art Museum is privileged to host  

NetWorks, recognizing the importance of this multi-media, multi-

cultural arts project. This exhibition serves as an opportunity to 

connect with the working lives of some of the region’s respected 

artists, to celebrate the importance of arts in our society, and to 

appreciate the range of talent that exists here in Rhode Island. 

The Museum acknowledges Dr. Joseph Chazan’s vision and his 

dedication to NetWorks, and we are excited to be part of it.

Nancy Whipple Grinnell

Curator, Newport Art Museum

2011
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Nilton Cardenas

Nilton Cardenas, of Inca heritage, grew up in Lima, Peru  

where he studied journalism and painting at the University of 

San Martin de Porres and the Institute Superior José Sabogal, 

respectively. At the age of twenty, Cardenas arrived in Miami 

and after six years followed his brother to Providence where 

he has established himself in the Providence arts community 

as a painter and instructor. Cardenas, a board member of  

the Sol Gallery, works for the Providence School Department 

and has been recognized for his contributions to urban arts, 

cultural development, and as a role model for Latinos.

Guardianes de Mi Legado (Guardians of My Legacy), 2008

Acrylic on canvas, 72 x 72 in.

WaterFire Providence, 2005

Barnaby Evans

Best known as the creator and, since 1994, the artistic and 

executive director of WaterFire, Barnaby Evans received his BS 

in biology and environmental science from Brown University  

in 1975. He had an early career as a photographer, exhibiting 

his work nationally and internationally. Today WaterFire 

epitomizes Evans’ mission to create innovative art works that 

transform places and inspire people. He sees his canvas as the 

urban landscape and his palette as people interacting with 

public space. Evans has brought WaterFire to many cities, 

created other public art installations and received numerous 

awards and commendations for his work.



September on the Lieutenant River, 2012

Watercolor on Lanaquarelle, 85 x 60 in.

Courtesy Cade Tompkins Projects

Nancy Friese

Nancy Friese obtained her BS in nursing from the University of 

North Dakota, in the state where she was born and maintains  

a farmstead studio. She changed her career course and studied 

painting and printmaking at different venues, culminating in an 

MFA from the Yale University School of Art in 1980. Primarily  

a landscape painter and printmaker, Friese is currently working  

in watercolor on large-scale landscapes. A recipient of numerous 

awards, fellowships and artist residencies, Friese has exhibited 

her paintings and prints nationally and internationally. She is  

a professor at the Rhode Island School of Design, where she has 

taught since 1990.

Yosemite Lower Falls, Series #3/5, 1991

Crane Museo Silver Rag Fine Art Photo Surface Paper, 

K3 opaque inks with photo black, 44 x 55 in.

Philip J. Jameson

The son of Greek immigrants, Philip Jamoulis Jameson was born  

in 1930, in Fall River, Massachusetts, and his parents stressed the 

importance of education early on. Jameson’s first passion was 

medicine. He became a radiologist, pioneering in radiotherapy  

in Fall River. His second passion was photography: he sees a 

relation between the interpretation of minute details in both his 

radiology and photography. Jameson attended workshops with 

Fred Picker in Vermont and in the Southwest, the latter area 

becoming a favorite subject for his large-scale landscape 

photographs. His work has been exhibited nationally and is 

included in the collections of many institutions.



Mixed Bag, 2012

Acrylic on canvas, 24 x 24 in.

Shawn Kenney

Shawn Kenney, born in Connecticut, grew up in Washington 

state and the Mid-Atlantic states before returning to New 

England to attend the Rhode Island School of Design. He  

has remained in the area, earning a living as an art director, 

designer and illustrator. Today he paints food and farms, 

producing luscious looking still lifes that convey his love for 

fine food and connections with the local culinary community, 

as well as scenes of farm life that invoke a comforting nostalgia. 

Kenney exhibits regionally and co-founded “Will Paint for 

Food,” an organization that supports hunger relief through 

sales of his paintings.

Scott Lapham

Scott Lapham was born in Massachusetts in 1968 and came  

to Providence to attend the Rhode Island School of Design.  

His photographic series have explored neighborhoods, people 

and cultural trends that are often perceived to have little social 

worth. Within these communities, he looks to find emotional 

value, historic relevance and an appreciation for lives being 

lived in places often ignored. He has applied these same 

observations to the coastline where he creates “sculptural 

snapshots” from the flotsam and jetsam that accumulate on  

the ocean’s shore. Lapham’s art educational work includes 

running AS220’s youth photography program, mentoring 

underserved youth in the Rhode Island Training School and  

in the wider Providence youth community. 

Carpenter Street, 1997

Scanned color negative-digital archival print, 16 x 20 in.
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The Great Owl Hollow Peace Council, 1864, 2011

Mixed media on panel, 39.5 x 36 in.

Andrew Moon Bain

A multi-faceted artist and musician, Andrew Moon Bain was 

born in 1974 in Texas and grew up in the Pacific Northwest, 

playing classical music in the Seattle Youth Symphony 

Orchestra. Since receiving a BFA in sculpture at the Rhode 

Island School of Design, Bain has become an active part of 

the Providence arts community as an exhibiting artist, 

songwriter, musician and producer. He also is the co-founder 

and head designer of Urban Social Empowerment, which 

focuses on branding social marketing concepts for Rhode 

Island youth.

Strolling Figure, 2009

Bronze with wood base, 17 x 4 x 3 in.

Janet Prip

Janet Prip, the daughter of Danish master metalsmith John Prip, 

was born in 1950 in New York. By the time her father was 

concluding his teaching career at the Rhode Island School of 

Design, she enrolled as a student, lucky enough to study with 

her father for four years. Prip began her career as a jewelry 

maker but transitioned into making sculptural yet functional 

objects. She has enjoyed nature-based creating with found 

objects and stones. Today she is moving into a pure sculptural 

mode and contemplating large outdoor pieces.



June: Training a Passion Vine, 2013 (one of a series)

Copperplate engraving, 18 in.

Andrew Raftery

Andrew Raftery’s roots were in East Providence, from  

where his first generation Irish father came. He grew up in 

Washington, D.C., made his first print at the age of eleven,  

and attained a BFA from Boston University and an MFA from 

the Yale School of Art. Raftery, a professor of printmaking  

at the Rhode Island School of Design, where he has taught 

since 1991, is renowned for his mastery of engraving.  

He has won numerous awards and fellowships and exhibited  

in both solo and group exhibitions at many major venues  

in the East.

Stacked Horizons, 2012

Acrylic on linen, 78 x 56 in.

Duane Slick

Duane Slick identifies himself as a first generation urban 

Indian, born of a father from the Meskwaki Nation in Iowa—

where Slick was born in 1961—and a mother from the  

Ho-Chunk Nation in Nebraska. He received a BFA from the 

University of Northern Iowa and an MFA from the University 

of California at Davis. Slick has distinguished himself as a 

national authority on contemporary Native American art and 

artists and since 1995 has taught painting and printmaking  

at the Rhode Island School of Design where he is now 

Professor. His paintings have been exhibited nationally and 

are in the collections of many museums.



Mme. Alice Garnier, 2011

Rust on paper on wooden stretcher, 29.5 x 21.5 in.

Esther Solondz

Esther Solondz grew up in New Jersey, receiving a BA from 

Clark University in 1975 and an MFA in photography from the 

Rhode Island School of Design in 1980. She also pursued 

graduate work in film at New York University. Solondz’ artistic 

life has been an evolution through many different materials. 

Beginning with photography and film, she moved to painting 

and then sculpture and installations. Over the last twelve years 

Solondz has gravitated to an exploration of the transformative 

processes that simple materials such as salt and rust undergo. 

She has taught at RISD and exhibited extensively throughout 

New England.

Amy’s Ride Home, 2004

Mixed media, 78 x 24 x 37 in.

Mark Taber

Mark Taber’s artistic world is one of other people’s “junk” 

assembled to create fantastical chariots. These assemblages of 

everyday objects that the Rhode Island native, born in 1943, 

has been making for over twenty years are often whimsical but 

also a trip into “a parallel reality,” as Taber says. Music informs 

Taber’s visions as well, sometimes literally, with remnants of 

piano keyboards, and also in its ability to transport us to 

different places. Taber, who grew up in a musical family, is a 

longtime and well known pianist in Rhode Island. His work  

has been exhibited regionally, and a piece was included in the 

Smithsonian SITES publication Seeing Jazz.



2012

Threshold 2, 2013 

Salvaged limestone, 26 x 16 x 15 in.

Laura Travis

Her love of Celtic culture inspires the creative life of artist 

Laura Travis. She is a sculptor, carving primarily in limestone, 

soapstone and slate, as well as an award-winning art educator 

at Hope High School in Providence. Travis came to Rhode 

Island College from New York to study art education. For 

many years she had a studio at AS220, and through classes  

on the road and in her studio near a southern Rhode Island 

beach she has introduced many to stone carving techniques. 

Travis lived in Newport in the 1970s, from there developing 

involvement in traditional Irish dance, music and culture 

throughout Rhode Island. Recently she has obtained an MFA 

in sculpture from the Maryland Institute of Art.



The High Castle, 2011

Collage on wood with silkscreen, drawing and painting, 58 x 48 in.

Brian Chippendale

Born in 1973, Brian Chippendale grew up around the Philadelphia 

area. His entry into the Providence art and music scene came  

after graduating from the Rhode Island School of Design in 

printmaking in the early 1990s. He began to make posters and 

comics and was one of four founders of Fort Thunder, a 

warehouse space in an old textile factory in Olneyville, that was  

a center for underground art and music from 1995 until 2001. 

Chippendale is well known as the drummer/vocalist for the noise 

rock band Lightning Bolt that has performed internationally  

and released five albums. Chippendale has produced the poster 

art for Lightning Bolt as well as art comic books including  

Ninja, Maggots and If’n Oof. 

Niche, 2013

Mixed media, 40 x 30 in.

Kate Blacklock

Kate Blacklock’s early love of ceramics came from her viewing 

of the Pre-Columbian pottery at New York’s Museum of 

Natural History where her mother worked. Blacklock received 

her BA from the University of California at Santa Cruz and an 

MFA in ceramics from the Rhode Island School of Design. In 

her studio art, Blacklock has moved from sculptural ceramics to 

painting to photography, currently creating illusionary still lifes 

using a flatbed scanner. She has often worked in series and  

has shown her work nationally. Blacklock currently is adjunct 

faculty at RISD; she has taught ceramics at many different 

venues and was an associate professor of art at Louisiana State 

University for nine years.



Studio, works in progress, 2013

Richard Fishman

Richard Fishman grew up in Roxbury, Massachusetts and attended 

Boston University before transferring to the Rhode Island School  

of Design for his BFA. In New Orleans, at Tulane University, he earned 

an MFA. In 1965, Fishman began teaching at Brown University where 

he has contributed to the remarkable growth in the institution’s arts 

departments. His vision is evident in the new Granoff Center for  

the Creative Arts, where the focus on collaborative creativity linking 

the arts with science, technology, and the humanities is helping to 

redefine art practice in higher education. Though primarily a sculptor, 

Fishman works in different mediums, and has exhibited his work 

nationally and internationally. He is the recipient of numerous grants 

and fellowships, including a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Dreamboat, 2013

Oil on canvas, 80 x 72 in.

Wendy Edwards

Wendy Edwards’ gravitation from a childhood on a farm in 

Virginia to undergraduate study in Philadelphia at the University 

of the Arts, to several years spent in the Southwest earning her 

MA at the University of New Mexico, has informed her tenure 

as Professor of Art at Brown University. She came to Providence 

and Brown in 1980. Her painting style evolved through her love 

of color, the medium of oil paint, and an exploration of form  

and texture, particularly patterning. Edwards has shown her work 

extensively in solo and group exhibitions both at home and 

abroad and has received numerous research grants and awards.



Come On Now Child, 2013

C-print, 20 x 30 in.

Corey Grayhorse

A native Californian born in 1980, Corey Grayhorse came to Rhode 

Island in 2002. She brought with her a California flair for fantasy 

that emerges in her photographs of costumed participants wearing 

tutus, dayglo outfits or animal masks, evoking her own Alice  

in Wonderland scenario and often drawing on popular culture. 

Grayhorse, who studied photography at Santa Monica College, 

wants to recreate her imagined inner visions, which usually evoke 

humor rather than pathos: they have a clown-like sensibility. 

Grayhorse makes her living as a commercial photographer and 

possesses a mastery of digital enhancement techniques.

Lucas Foglia

Lucas Foglia’s recent photography exhibition at Brown University’s 

David Winton Bell Gallery, “A Natural Order,” portrayed people 

who left cities and suburbs to move off-grid in the southeastern 

United States. A graduate of Brown, Foglia, born in 1983, received 

his MFA in photography from Yale University in 2010. His impressive 

curriculum vitae belies the fact that the young artist grew up with 

his extended family on a small, self-sustainable farm, living off the 

land. In The Garden project Foglia worked with the South Side 

Community Land Trust in Providence, producing a portfolio of images 

that portrayed different ethnic communities coming together  

to grow food. Nazraeli Press published a monograph of “A Natural 

Order,” and Foglia is exhibiting his work internationally.

Lessons (from The Garden Portfolio), 2005

C-print, 9 x 9 in.



Equinoctial Point, 2013

Inks on hand burnished paper, 82 x 37.5 in.

 Tayo Heuser

Tayo Heuser’s father was in the diplomatic corps; she was born in 

Washington, D.C. and grew up attending French schools in Europe 

and Africa. She came to the Rhode Island School of Design, 

pursued post-graduate study there and obtained her MFA from 

Vermont College. Originally a painter, but becoming known for 

sculpture, Heuser today has immersed herself in a meditative  

world of exquisite, minimalist ink drawings on paper that has been 

stained, coated with organic materials, and then burnished. Heuser 

finds her abstract compositions akin to poetry rather than prose. 

She has exhibited her work nationally and internationally, with  

a recent exhibition at the Phillips Collection in Washington, D.C.  

She teaches at Roger Williams University.

Bunny Harvey

Born in 1946, Bunny Harvey came to the Rhode Island School 

of Design where she obtained a BFA, MFA and MAT. In 1974, 

she won the Rome Prize in Painting from the American 

Academy in Rome. She soon launched herself on a series of 

career successes, including many solo exhibitions, thirty years  

of exclusive gallery representation in New York City, and  

a long teaching career at Wellesley College. Today, Harvey’s  

work has evolved from concerns with “the archaeology of lost 

civilizations and the fragile and durable surfaces of the past”  

to the multi-layered, changing aspects of landscape around  

her Vermont studio. Harvey recently had a solo exhibition at 

the Newport Art Museum.

Dragonfly Rumors, 2010

Oil on canvas, 54 x 66 x 2.5 in.



Paradise, 2013

Wool on polyester, 8 x 5 ft.

Meg Little

Meg Little successfully combines function with fine art in her hand-

tufted rugs with designs inspired by ancient petroglyphs as well 

 as modern art. Little received her BFA from Tyler School of Art  

and an MAE from the Rhode Island School of Design. She taught  

at Plymouth College of Art and Design in England for several years 

before beginning to make rugs. Little has exhibited extensively in 

Rhode Island as well as in national venues including the Fuller Craft 

Museum, American Craft Museum, Smithsonian Craft Show, and  

the Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft Show. She has been an elected 

juror of the American Craft Council, a juror of Crafts at the Castle, 

Boston, and has taught at the Penland School of Crafts, as well as at 

the Newport Art Museum where she recently had a solo exhibition.

Eugene Lee

Eugene Lee is a Tony Award-winning set designer who has been 

resident designer at Trinity Rep since 1967. Born in 1939 in 

Wisconsin, he received BFA degrees from Carnegie Mellon and 

the Art Institute of Chicago and an MFA from Yale School of 

Drama. Set designs for New York theater have included Sweeney 

Todd, Candide, Showboat, Ragtime, Wicked, A Streetcar Named 

Desire, and Glengarry Glen Ross. He has been the production 

designer at NBC’s Saturday Night Live since 1974. Films include 

Coppola’s Hammett, Huston’s Mr. North, and Malle’s Vanya  

on 42nd Street. He is an inductee in the New York Theater Hall  

of Fame, and has been awarded three honorary doctorates.  

His studio and home are in Providence.

Wicked Cartoon, 2003

Inkjet print, graphite on vellum, 24 x 36 in.



John Udvardy

John Udvardy retired from a thirty-four year career teaching at the 

Rhode Island School of Design where he chaired the Foundation 

Studies program and taught three-dimensional design. A sculptor 

who seeks to make connections between natural and manmade 

forms, Udvardy collects and categorizes his objects in his studio in  

a way that indicates what an organized teacher he must have been. 

He was born in Ohio of Hungarian ancestry and received his BFA 

from the Cleveland Institute of Art and MFA from the Yale School 

of Art. On scholarship, he traveled through Europe and North Africa. 

Udvardy has exhibited his sculpture in solo and group exhibitions  

at many American museums and galleries. Among other honors,  

he received RISD’s Gold Sophia Medallion in recognition of his 

teaching career.

Scaramouche (The Heart Thief), 2009–2010

Painted wood, 74 x 40 x 16 in.

Jane Masters

The art of Jane Masters is multi-faceted, like the artist’s upbringing 

and education. Born in 1962 in London, Masters grew up in 

Europe and the West Indies, where her father owned a hotel. She 

received an undergraduate degree in art and art history from the 

College of William and Mary, a BFA in ceramics from the Kansas 

City Art Institute and an MFA in sculpture from San Jose State 

University. Masters makes drawings, prints, art wallpaper and 

architectural installations; as large scale as her work can be, the 

hand is at the center as she explores the borders between 

abstraction and pattern. Masters has showed her work nationally 

and internationally, completed large installations for Fidelity 

Investments and the Chambers Hotel in Manhattan, and been an 

adjunct instructor at numerous schools.

Mirador, 2009

144 panels, nickel-silver plated etched brass, 18 ft. x 32 ft. x 1.5 in. 

Courtesy Fidelity Investments, Smithfield, RI
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